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(Video Enhanced) Adamera Resumes Drilling at Oversight to follow up High Grade 

Intersection  
 

Vancouver, B.C., November 15, 2018 - Adamera Minerals Corp. (TSX V: ADZ; OTC: DDNFF) 

announces drilling has resumed on the Oversight property in Washington State to follow up high-grade 

gold intercepts reported in drill hole OS18-02 including an interval with 19.4 g/t gold (See news release 

dated September 26, 2018). 

Drill hole OS18-02 tested a coincident induced polarization (IP) and gold in soil anomaly. It intersected 

several gold zones including the high-grade interval at the bottom of the hole.  The current drill hole, 

OS18-02B is designed to determine the extent of the high-grade zone. For more technical information on 

this target, a video link has been provided below Click Here. A second hole is planned to test this target to 

the northeast.  

A second video shows Adamera’s prospecting drill in action and highlights modifications for greater 

depth penetration required to determine extent of zone with 19.4 g/t Au. Click Here 

“This is an interesting target, as we interpret, past exploration drilling focused on the prominent 

magnetic high trend that hosts part of the Overlook Mine rather than the geological trend of the 

mineralization that formed the Overlook Mine. The next two holes will test this idea,” says Mark 

Kolebaba President and CEO of Adamera Minerals. 

Technical Target Information 

Drill hole OS18-02 is the northern most drill hole in a cluster of holes that tested a strong magnetic high 

anomaly southeast of the Overlook Mine. Results from the drill holes in the cluster indicate an increase in 

gold grades and the frequency of gold bearing intercepts in a northward direction. Drill hole OS18-02 

intercepted the best gold values just beyond the margin of the magnetic high that is in sharp contact with a 

magnetic low. The magnetic low appears to be the response of the flat lying felsic intrusive that caps the 

area.  

3D modelling and numeric interpolation of grade data from approximately 94 drill holes on or near the 

Overlook Mine predicts a priority area of significant size immediately northeast of drill hole OS18-02, 

which is also located east-southeast of and on strike with the Overlook Mine mineralization. This area, 

which is capped by an intrusive rock unit appears untested by previous drilling.  

Martin St. Pierre P.Geoph, is a Qualified Person as defined by National Instrument 43-101 and has 

reviewed  data associated with the project. Gold analysis was completed by Activation Laboratories using 

fire assay methods. 

About Adamera 

Adamera Minerals Corp. is exploring for a stand-alone high-grade gold deposit within hauling distance of 

an existing mill near Republic Washington. This area has reportedly produced over 6 million ounces of 

https://youtu.be/catyyiYNaq8
https://youtu.be/-xEY63ZqhlM


high-grade gold. Adamera is the dominant regional explorer in the area. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, 

Mark Kolebaba 

President & CEO 

For additional information please contact: 

Tel: (604) 689-2010 Fax: (604) 484-7143 

Email: info@Adamera.com 

Website: www.Adamera.com 

The TSX Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy  

of this release. Statements in this press release, other than purely historical information, including statements 

 relating to the Company’s future plans and objectives or expected results, may include forward-looking statements. Forward-

looking statements are based on numerous assumptions and are subject to all of the risks and uncertainties inherent in resource 

exploration and development. As a result, actual results may vary materially from those described in the forward-looking 

statements. 
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